Music Committee Meeting – 11.02.2022
Attendance: DS (Music Rep), AW (President), KM (VP), JN (MAS President),
Apologies: IC (FCO), EW (Social Chair),
Absent: JW (Sports&Socs Chair), PF (Big Band President), ZS (Choir
President)
Location: Conference Room

Cuth’s Live
DS: New date for Cuth’s Live is Thursday February 24th, night before feast
AP: AW to book the bar
DS: I will book all the bands this weekend, same structure as last time. There will be a solo
act at the beginning and 3 bands. It will save time the next day for transporting equipment the
next day for feast. I’ll arrange getting it there and leave it in the JCR after. The timing is 8-11
for music. I want to try get more people in the JCR posting about it - would like to utilise
Cuth’s music instagrams more so they post about it and get it out. The last one was good and
busy but would still like a push online about it. Cuth’s music facebook page got 200 more
views since. Last time I did the posts on my personal account but I don't know if an instagram
would be worth setting up
AW: We could get a banner. Budget is about £300 for music comm
DS: I really like that idea and it would work with the position of where the bands are
AW: If you speak to TB you can get some lighting in, we could dim the bar lights and get
some cool coloured lighting, A lil extra touch of professionalism. We could bring down the
rug
DS: I do like that idea
AP: DS to look into getting a banner designed and printed
AP: DS to contact TB about lighting

Hires
DS: How did equipment hire work in the past? A few people borrowed things for fashion
show and they didn't have a contract?
AW: This is really TB’s job - our policy is that we only hire out if it s a Cuth’s event
DS: I told them to bring it back by a specific time and they did, it was no problem
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AW: It is not a proper contract, just a list of what and to who, t&cs like hired from this time
till this time. We don’t charge but it works as they've signed something to say they would
bring it back
DS: I just said I need to know when to tell TB when to close the music room booking
AW: Hopefully we can get a second set of everything next term but we just don't have the
space now. We don't offer a music equipment hire service - just internal hires for Cuth’s
events
DS: It is more important we have the spaces and equipment for students

Music Room Improvements
DS: In the music room is there anything you could think of to go in?
JN: Guitar cables?
DS: I always just assume people have them. There things for the drumkit - new skins
AW: That is worth doing, GET THEM BOUGHT
DS: Skins plus a new stool is what I was thinking about. Skins come to £70/80 but a stool is
about £100. For the symbols the felts - these sorts of things don't cost a lot but would be good
to have all these things. What is the procedure to use the music room budget?
AW: You have discretion on what to buy, just send it to IC
AP: DS to sort out drumkit improvements

AOB
JN: Can anyone run a quiz? I’d be keen to have like a music quiz
DS: We could have an open mic after and that will get people to stick around
JN: Could also use it as an event to raise money for charity
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